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BEC BEC –– BCS crossoverBCS crossover

Bound molecules of two atoms Bound molecules of two atoms 
on microscopic scale:on microscopic scale:

BoseBose--Einstein condensate (BEC ) for low TEinstein condensate (BEC ) for low T

Fermions with attractive interactionsFermions with attractive interactions
(molecules play no role ) :(molecules play no role ) :

BCS BCS –– superfluiditysuperfluidity at low T at low T 
by condensation of Cooper pairsby condensation of Cooper pairs

CrossoverCrossover by by FeshbachFeshbach resonanceresonance
as a transition in terms of external as a transition in terms of external magnetic fieldmagnetic field



microphysicsmicrophysics

determined by interactions between two atomsdetermined by interactions between two atoms
length scale : atomic scalelength scale : atomic scale



FeshbachFeshbach resonanceresonance

H.Stoof



scattering lengthscattering length

BCSBEC



many body physicsmany body physics

dilute gas of ultradilute gas of ultra--cold atomscold atoms
length scale : distance between atomslength scale : distance between atoms



chemical potentialchemical potential

BEC

BCS

inverse scattering length



BEC BEC –– BCS crossoverBCS crossover
qualitative and partially quantitative theoretical qualitative and partially quantitative theoretical 
understandingunderstanding
mean field theory (MFT ) and first attempts beyondmean field theory (MFT ) and first attempts beyond

concentration : c = a kF

reduced chemical 
potential :     σ˜ = µ/εF

Fermi momemtum : kF

Fermi energy : εF

binding energy :
T = 0

BCS BEC



concentrationconcentration
c = a kF ,    a(B) : scattering length
needs computation of density n=kF

3/(3π2)

BCS BEC

dilute dilutedense

T = 0

non-
interacting
Fermi gas

non-
interacting
Bose gas



universalityuniversality

same curve for Li and K atoms ?

BCS BEC

dilute dilutedense

T = 0



different methodsdifferent methods

Quantum 
Monte Carlo



who cares about details ?who cares about details ?

a theorists game …?a theorists game …?

RG

MFT



a theorists dream :a theorists dream :

reliable method for strongly interacting reliable method for strongly interacting 
fermionsfermions

“ solving “ solving fermionicfermionic quantum field theory “quantum field theory “



experimental precision tests experimental precision tests 
are crucial !are crucial !



precision many body theoryprecision many body theory
-- quantum field theoryquantum field theory --

so far :so far :
particle physics : particle physics : perturbativeperturbative calculationscalculations
magnetic moment of electron : magnetic moment of electron : 
g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 85 ( 76 )  g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 85 ( 76 )  ( ( GabrielseGabrielse et al. )et al. )

statistical physics : universal critical exponents for statistical physics : universal critical exponents for 
second order phase transitions : second order phase transitions : νν = 0.6308 (10)= 0.6308 (10)
renormalization grouprenormalization group
lattice simulationslattice simulations for for bosonicbosonic systems in particle and systems in particle and 
statistical physics ( e.g. QCD )statistical physics ( e.g. QCD )



QFT with fermionsQFT with fermions

needed:needed:
universal theoretical tools for complex universal theoretical tools for complex 
fermionicfermionic systemssystems

wide applications :wide applications :
electrons in solids , electrons in solids , 
nuclear matter in neutron stars , ….nuclear matter in neutron stars , ….



problemsproblems



(1) bridge from microphysics to(1) bridge from microphysics to
macrophysicsmacrophysics



(2) different effective degrees (2) different effective degrees 
of freedomof freedom

microphysics : single atoms  microphysics : single atoms  
(+ molecules on BEC (+ molecules on BEC –– side )side )

macrophysics : macrophysics : bosonicbosonic collective degrees of collective degrees of 
freedomfreedom

compare QCD : from quarks and gluons to compare QCD : from quarks and gluons to 
mesons and hadronsmesons and hadrons



(3) no small coupling(3) no small coupling



ultraultra--cold atoms :cold atoms :

microphysics knownmicrophysics known
coupling can be tunedcoupling can be tuned

for tests of theoretical methods these are for tests of theoretical methods these are 
important advantages as compared to solid state important advantages as compared to solid state 
physics !physics !



challenge for ultrachallenge for ultra--cold atoms :cold atoms :

NonNon--relativistic relativistic fermionfermion systems with precisionsystems with precision
similar to particle physics !similar to particle physics !

( QCD with quarks )( QCD with quarks )



functional renormalization groupfunctional renormalization group

conceived to cope with the above problemsconceived to cope with the above problems
should be tested by ultrashould be tested by ultra--cold atomscold atoms



QFT for nonQFT for non--relativistic fermionsrelativistic fermions

functional integral, actionfunctional integral, action

perturbation theory:
Feynman rules

τ : euclidean time on torus with circumference 1/T
σ : effective chemical potential



variablesvariables

ψψ : : GrassmannGrassmann variablesvariables
φφ : : bosonicbosonic field with atom number twofield with atom number two

What is What is φφ ??
microscopic molecule, microscopic molecule, 
macroscopic Cooper pair ?macroscopic Cooper pair ?

All !All !



parametersparameters

detuning detuning νν(B)(B)

Yukawa or Yukawa or FeshbachFeshbach coupling hcoupling hφφ



fermionicfermionic actionaction

equivalent equivalent fermionicfermionic action , in general not localaction , in general not local



scattering length ascattering length a

a= M λ/4π

broad resonance : broad resonance : pointlikepointlike limitlimit
large large FeshbachFeshbach couplingcoupling



parametersparameters

Yukawa or Yukawa or FeshbachFeshbach coupling hcoupling hφφ
scattering length ascattering length a

broad resonance :broad resonance : hhφφ drops outdrops out



concentration cconcentration c





universalityuniversality

Are these parameters enough for a quantitatively precise Are these parameters enough for a quantitatively precise 
description ?description ?

Have Li and K the same crossover when described with Have Li and K the same crossover when described with 
these parameters ?these parameters ?

Long distance physics looses memory of detailed Long distance physics looses memory of detailed 
microscopic properties of atoms and molecules !microscopic properties of atoms and molecules !

universality for cuniversality for c--11 = 0 : Ho,…( valid for broad resonance)= 0 : Ho,…( valid for broad resonance)
here: whole crossover rangehere: whole crossover range



analogy with particle physicsanalogy with particle physics

microscopic theory not known microscopic theory not known --
nevertheless “macroscopic theory” characterized nevertheless “macroscopic theory” characterized 
by a finite number of  by a finite number of  

““renormalizablerenormalizable couplings”couplings”

mmee , , αα ;  g ;  g ww , g , g ss , M , M w w , …, …

here :      here :      cc ,  h,  hφφ ( only ( only cc for broad resonance )for broad resonance )



analogy with analogy with 
universal critical exponentsuniversal critical exponents

only one relevant parameter :only one relevant parameter :

T T -- TTcc



universalityuniversality

issue is not that issue is not that particularparticular Hamiltonian with two Hamiltonian with two 

couplings  couplings  νν ,  h,  hφφ gives good approximation to gives good approximation to 
microphysicsmicrophysics

large class of large class of different microphysicaldifferent microphysical Hamiltonians lead Hamiltonians lead 

to a macroscopic behavior described only by to a macroscopic behavior described only by νν ,  h,  hφφ

difference in length scales matters !difference in length scales matters !



units and dimensionsunits and dimensions

c = 1 ; ħ =1 ; c = 1 ; ħ =1 ; kkBB = 1= 1
momentum ~ lengthmomentum ~ length--11 ~ mass ~ ~ mass ~ eVeV
energies : 2ME ~ (momentum)energies : 2ME ~ (momentum)22

( M : atom mass )( M : atom mass )
typical momentum unit : Fermi momentumtypical momentum unit : Fermi momentum
typical energy and temperature unit : Fermi energytypical energy and temperature unit : Fermi energy

time ~ (momentum) time ~ (momentum) --22

canonical dimensions different from relativistic QFT !canonical dimensions different from relativistic QFT !



rescaled actionrescaled action

M drops outM drops out
all quantities in units of all quantities in units of kkFF , , εεFF ifif



what is to be computed ?what is to be computed ?

Inclusion of fluctuation effectsInclusion of fluctuation effects
via via functional integralfunctional integral
leads to leads to effective action.effective action.

This contains all relevant information This contains all relevant information 
for arbitrary T and n !for arbitrary T and n !



effective actioneffective action

integrate out all quantum and thermal integrate out all quantum and thermal 
fluctuationsfluctuations
quantum effective actionquantum effective action
generates full propagators and verticesgenerates full propagators and vertices
richer structure than classical actionricher structure than classical action



effective potentialeffective potential

minimum determines order parameterminimum determines order parameter

condensate fractioncondensate fraction

Ωc = 2 ρ0/n



renormalized fields and couplingsrenormalized fields and couplings



resultsresults

fromfrom

functional renormalization groupfunctional renormalization group



condensate fractioncondensate fraction

T = 0

BCS BEC



gap parametergap parameter

T = 0

BCS BEC

∆



limitslimits

BCS
for gap

Bosons with 
scattering length
0.9 a



Yukawa couplingYukawa coupling

T = 0



temperature dependence of condensatetemperature dependence of condensate



condensate fraction :condensate fraction :
second order phase transitionsecond order phase transition

c -1 =1

c -1 =0

T/Tc

free BEC

universal
critical
behavior



crossover phase diagramcrossover phase diagram



shift of BEC critical temperatureshift of BEC critical temperature



correlation lengthcorrelation length

ξξ kkFF

three values of c

(T-Tc)/Tc



universalityuniversality



universality for broad resonancesuniversality for broad resonances

for large Yukawa couplings hfor large Yukawa couplings hφφ ::
only one relevant parameter conly one relevant parameter c
all other couplings are strongly attracted to all other couplings are strongly attracted to 
partial fixed pointspartial fixed points
macroscopic quantities can be predicted macroscopic quantities can be predicted 
in terms of c and T/in terms of c and T/εεFF

( in suitable range for c( in suitable range for c--1  1  ; density sets scale ); density sets scale )



universality for narrow resonancesuniversality for narrow resonances

Yukawa coupling becomes additional parameterYukawa coupling becomes additional parameter
( marginal coupling )( marginal coupling )
also background scattering importantalso background scattering important



bare molecule fractionbare molecule fraction
(fraction of microscopic closed channel molecules )(fraction of microscopic closed channel molecules )

not all quantities are universalnot all quantities are universal
bare molecule fraction involves wave function bare molecule fraction involves wave function 
renormalization that depends on value of Yukawa renormalization that depends on value of Yukawa 
couplingcoupling

B[G]

6Li Experimental 
points by
Partridge et al.



methodmethod



effective actioneffective action

includes all quantum and thermal fluctuationsincludes all quantum and thermal fluctuations
formulated here in terms of renormalized fieldsformulated here in terms of renormalized fields
involves renormalized couplingsinvolves renormalized couplings



effective potentialeffective potential

value of value of φφ at potential minimum : at potential minimum : 
order parameter , determines condensate order parameter , determines condensate 
fractionfraction
second derivative of U with respect to second derivative of U with respect to φφ yields yields 
correlation lengthcorrelation length
derivative with respect to derivative with respect to σσ yields densityyields density



functional renormalization groupfunctional renormalization group

make effective action depend on scale k :make effective action depend on scale k :
include only fluctuations with include only fluctuations with momentamomenta larger than klarger than k

( or with distance from Fermi( or with distance from Fermi--surface larger than k ) surface larger than k ) 

k large : no fluctuations , classical actionk large : no fluctuations , classical action
k → 0 : quantum effective actionk → 0 : quantum effective action
effective average action ( same for effective potential )effective average action ( same for effective potential )
running couplingsrunning couplings



microscope with variable resolutionmicroscope with variable resolution



running couplings :running couplings :
crucial for universality crucial for universality 

for large Yukawa couplings hfor large Yukawa couplings hφφ ::
only one relevant parameter conly one relevant parameter c
all other couplings are strongly attracted toall other couplings are strongly attracted to
partial fixed pointspartial fixed points

macroscopic quantities can be predicted macroscopic quantities can be predicted 
in terms of c and T/in terms of c and T/εεFF

( in suitable range for c( in suitable range for c--1  1  ))



running potentialrunning potential

micro

macro

here for scalar theory



physics at different length scalesphysics at different length scales

microscopic theories : where the laws are microscopic theories : where the laws are 
formulatedformulated
effective theories : where observations are madeeffective theories : where observations are made
effective theory may involve different degrees of effective theory may involve different degrees of 
freedom as compared to microscopic theoryfreedom as compared to microscopic theory
example: microscopic theory only for example: microscopic theory only for fermionicfermionic
atoms , macroscopic theory involves atoms , macroscopic theory involves bosonicbosonic
collective degrees of freedom ( collective degrees of freedom ( φφ ))



Functional Renormalization GroupFunctional Renormalization Group

describes flow of effective action from small to describes flow of effective action from small to 
large length scaleslarge length scales

perturbativeperturbative renormalization : case where only renormalization : case where only 
couplings change , and couplings are smallcouplings change , and couplings are small



conclusionsconclusions

the challenge of precision  :the challenge of precision  :

substantial theoretical progress neededsubstantial theoretical progress needed
“phenomenology” has to identify quantities that “phenomenology” has to identify quantities that 
are accessible to precision both for experiment are accessible to precision both for experiment 
and theoryand theory
dedicated experimental effort neededdedicated experimental effort needed



challenges for experimentchallenges for experiment

study the simplest systemstudy the simplest system
identify quantities that can be measured with identify quantities that can be measured with 
precision of a few percent and have clear precision of a few percent and have clear 
theoretical interpretationtheoretical interpretation
precise thermometer that does not destroy precise thermometer that does not destroy 
probeprobe
same for densitysame for density



functional renormalization groupfunctional renormalization group

/

Wegner, Houghton



effective average actioneffective average action

here only for bosons , addition of fermions straightforward



Flow equation for average potentialFlow equation for average potential

+ contribution from fermion fluctuations



Simple one loop structure Simple one loop structure ––
nevertheless (almost) exactnevertheless (almost) exact



Infrared cutoffInfrared cutoff



Partial differential Partial differential 
equation for function equation for function 
U(kU(k,,φφ) depending on ) depending on 

two  variablestwo  variables

Z Z kk = c k-η



RegularisationRegularisation

For suitable For suitable RRkk ::

Momentum integral is ultraviolet and infrared Momentum integral is ultraviolet and infrared 
finitefinite
Numerical integration possibleNumerical integration possible
Flow equation defines a regularization scheme Flow equation defines a regularization scheme 
( ERGE ( ERGE ––regularization )regularization )



Integration by momentum shellsIntegration by momentum shells

Momentum integralMomentum integral
is dominated by is dominated by 

qq22 ~~ kk2 2 ..

Flow only sensitive toFlow only sensitive to
physics at scale kphysics at scale k



Wave function renormalization and Wave function renormalization and 
anomalous dimensionanomalous dimension

for for ZZkk ((φφ,q,q22) : flow equation is) : flow equation is exact !exact !



Flow of effective potentialFlow of effective potential

IsingIsing modelmodel CO2 Critical exponents

Experiment :

TT** =304.15 K=304.15 K
pp** =73.8.bar=73.8.bar
ρρ** = 0.442 g cm= 0.442 g cm--22S.Seide …



Critical exponents , d=3Critical exponents , d=3

ERGE     world ERGE                         world



Solution of partial differential equation :Solution of partial differential equation :

yields highly nontrivial non-perturbative
results despite the one loop structure !

Example:
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition



Exact renormalization group Exact renormalization group 
equationequation



end



Effective average actionEffective average action

and and 

exact renormalization group equationexact renormalization group equation



Generating functionalGenerating functional



Effective average actionEffective average action

Loop expansion :
perturbation theory
with
infrared cutoff
in propagator



Quantum effective actionQuantum effective action



TruncationsTruncations

Functional differential equation Functional differential equation ––
cannot be solved exactlycannot be solved exactly

ApproximativeApproximative solution by solution by truncationtruncation ofof
most general form of effective actionmost general form of effective action



Exact flow equation for effective Exact flow equation for effective 
potentialpotential

Evaluate exact flow equation for homogeneous Evaluate exact flow equation for homogeneous 
field field φφ ..
R.h.sR.h.s. involves exact propagator in . involves exact propagator in 
homogeneous background field homogeneous background field φφ..



two body limit ( vacuum )two body limit ( vacuum )
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